
I NQU I RY-BASED LEARN ING
Through the Languages of the Arts & Sciences

As defined by Opal School of the Portland Children's Museum:
A learning approach in which o "provocateur" presents o question,
scenario, prablem to individualsl groups. The grouplindividual identiftes
issueq poses questions ond reseorches possibi/ities to moke meoning,
develop understonding, increase proficienq, create knowledge ond
u n cov er soluti o ns I possibilities.

Common elements of inquiry

Learning is provoked by a question/issue/problem. Children make discoveries through
active hands:on/minds-on engagement. Adults facilitate the processes and offer
needed/requested resources. Students interpret" make meaning of their experiences.

Language often associated with inquiry-based learning at Opal School

Provocat ion
A questionlproblem/scenario designed to provoke thinking and communication in
ways that reveal connections and relationships. Can be offered through words,
materials, environments, mentor texts

Provocateur
The protagonist who poses questions/problems/scenarios and offers ideas/actions

Schema
What you know based upon your life experiences, identity, bacllground, age, culture,
education and more...

Science Talk
A conversation about how something might work that is open to ideas, questions,
theories. relationships, comments, debates and wonderings without the
need or draw predetermined conclusions

The Bal l  Toss:
Active exchange (serve return) between two or more protagonists

" We musl cotch the ball the children throw to us ond return it to

.?

them in way that makes them want to continue playing the gome,
perhaps reinventing the gome os they go olong."

-Loris Ylalaguzi, early childhood schools of Reggio Emilia, ltaly
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THREE POSSIBLE APPROACHES TO tNQUtRy:

Structured, Guided, & Open inquiry

STREJCT*RED tNQU!RY

EXAMPLE from grade 3

This approach to inquiry is primarily determined and controlled by the teacher who does the
preparation, planning and design. The teacher is the provocateur. The students are the doers
who follow the teacher instructions to the best of their abilities.

Example from Life Sciences: Oregon Academic Content Standard K- l2
Understand the relotionships among and between living things ond their environments including
the interdependencies of orgonisms in their naturol environments.

Third Grade Benchmark Students describe o hobitat ond the orgonisms thot live there.

Structured Inquiry Provocation: What does the word "habitat" meanl Are there habitats for
animals/insects on our school campusl Who do you think lives there? What role does the
habitat serve? How do you think it work?

Structured Process: Find an example of an animal/insect habitat Use the observation skills
we've been practicing to collect data for 2 weeks. Follow the instructions on the worksheets to
do your research and record your data. Following your observations, we'll have a conversation
circle so that you can share with the class what you're discovering. Next you'll create a poster
that illustrates what you've discovered by answering the inquiry questions.
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SUMMARY AND EXAMPLE

Teacher provides the provocation and the end goal. Students take control of the inquiry
process with teacher as provocateur, facilitator and guide.

lExample using same Oregon Standards K-tz goal as previous given from the Life Sciences]

Third Grade Benchmark Students con describe a hobitqt ond the orgonisms thot live there.

Guided Inquiry Provocation: What's a habitat and what roles do they play in the life of living
things? Why are they important? How do they work? What are their relationships to their
environments? How will you research these questions and share your findings?

Gujded Process: Work in groups of four to design a plan for addressing the inquiry questions.
Include in your plan how you will gather data, the roles that each member of the group will
fulfil l, the resources you think you'll need and how you'll get started. Be ready to bring your
design to the class for review and critique before you begin. The investigation will conclude
with each group preparing a five-minute presentation that addresses the inquiry questions.
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oPEN E**QUrRY
PROCESS
A group of people (children and adults) pose their own questions, design their
investigation and determine ways of communicating their emerging processes
and new discoveries to themselves and others. The inquiry is emergent in that
one possibility uncovers another in ways that influence next steps. No one
knows where the inquiry might lead.

PURPOSE
To wonder about a topic/question/problem that doesn't have ready answers or
solutions. To experience the power/influence of uncertainq/. To stay open to
multiple possibilities. To explore possible worlds. To support the in-depth
investigation of a topic in ways that inspire and encourage the use of creative
thinking, imagination and innovation. To suppoft a playful, joyful approach to
learning. To use reflection as a process for making meaning, finding connections
and uncovering new ideas. To provide the support necessary for long-term
project-based learning. Assessment is a process of documentation that takes
place throughout the inquiry to make visible the thinking and interpretations of
the group. Documentation reveals the quality of the conversations, the
creative/innovative use of language, the imaginative use of materials to explain
ideas, and the processes the group used to uncover ideas.

ROLES OF CHILDREN AND ADULTS
In the process of open inquiry the adults and children are co-researchers around
a topic selected by the students, the teacher or both. The teacher works along
side the children, not in front leading or behind following. The roles of each are
not always distinct and often overlap. The metaphor of the 'ball toss' is in play.
Dialogue and reflection are processes used to uncover possible directions that
the inquiry may go. Each member (adults and children) brings experiences and
ideas to the group for consideration. Adults such as teachers, school staff and
parents provide resources, materials, tools, and equipment as needed. The group
documents its experiences as a way to support reflection and wondering. The
investigation finds closure by communicating the journey and discoveries to
others. The ending may provide a beginning for another topic of investigation.

Common Strategies that Support Open Inquiry

Science Tal]<s: wondering together about a fascinating question. Theory creation
without a predetermined expectation/answer

Dialogue groups: Thinking together using the skills of listening, connecting,
questionint, reflecting, inferring and making assumPtions visible

Use of materials. visual & performing arts to tenerate images that help ideas
come alive and deepen meaning

Collaboration among students, teachers, parents, staff to share ideas,



hypotheses, expertise, resources, life stories, experiences and wonderings

Documentation:
To capture the learning processes and thinking of individuals/groups as the work
progresses through transcriptions of conversations, photos, video, work
samples, data collection or products students create. To use this record as a
basis for reflection, decision-making, and next steps. To make visible the learning
to students, parents, and the public.

SUMMARY AND EXAMPLE
Open inquiry presents a dist inctive way that chi ldren and adults can learn
together as co-researchers. The teacher is in charge but not in control. The
teacher is walking alongside the students, not in front and not behind. Open
inquiry holds the value that each member brings schema to the inquiry that is
unique and vital to strengthening and expanding the group's understanding.
Each member is responsible to themselves and others for their contributions.
The teacher and students share the roles of preparing, thinking, planning, and
wondering together. Both are protagonists and provocateurs. The
experience and expertise of the teacher and students are resources for the
benefit of all. The resultS of the inquiry reflect the collective
thinking/intel l igence of the group (chi ldren and adults).

Open inquiry takes into consideration the interests/passions of the students
and looks for the complexity within their interests that could attract and
engage them. Teachers listen for Interests of high challenge that hold
puzzlements, paradoxes and knots to untangle. Within this context, chi ldren
and adults are challenged to make meaning and deepen their understanding.

Example of Open Inquiry Provocation:
"After we read the book, I wish I were o buuerfly, I noticed that many of you seemed
quite curious about these little creatures called insects and bugs. You've been bringing
some of them into our room as you find them outside or in your home gardens.
What do you wonder about them?"

WRITTEN AND COMPILED BY JUDY GRAVES
Founding Director, Opal Schoolof the Port land Children's Museum

-edited from original document
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